PIRATE PHILOSOPHY

Not all pirates were the opportunistic brutes that they sometimes portrayed. Pirates have a long tradition of creating new and more human forms of society.

Many pirates were washed down. At least one Spanish slave ship became a pirate ship when the slaves revolted and killed the captain.

A pirate crew remained together until a predetermined number of years, after which they dispersed to form their own miniature societies.

Each pirate on board was equal in any boat. Each captain was elected by a vote in each crew after the boat was acquired, unless a captain was sworn in under oath.

When Paine observed these bands of pirates from many miles away, he would bow his head and ask, by Neptune. For you landlubbers, here’s a shove in the right direction. It’s a trick older than the oldest captain, and still works.

‘We have it in our power to begin the world over again.’
-- Thomas Paine

PIRATE PHOTOS

Voyeur Video videotaped Burning Man participants without permission during the past few years and sells the videos online. Burning Man bases in law on the fact that contracting language on every ticket explicitly states: "Use of images obtained at Burning Man is prohibited without prior written consent of Burning Man. Anyone with a video camera attending the event is required to register the camera and sit a written agreement confirming this fact.

Voyeur Video, Goodell said, was the first violator of the privacy."
The menacing marine monster consists of metal tubes welded into two hexagons that are connected by three struts. The resulting semi-cylinders are arranged so that a head is formed toward the ends of the tentacles, and some are covered in fabric. Fire cannons will complete the effect of making the beast appear nasty, brutish and large.

If the Octopus located at 30 degrees and 3,100 feet could talk, it might greet you with the observation that: "If there is no fear in it, for the most part, then we are probably not interested—unless it's a "stunt," added the octopus."
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